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Abstract
The UN Comtrade database is the world’s largest repository of bilateral trade data. Their complexity poses a challenge to
visualization systems, leading to issues such as scalability and visual clutter. Thus, we propose a radial layout-based visual
exploration system to enable the user to smoothly explore the change over time and to explore different commodity classes at
once by using a novel edge bundling concept. We evaluated our system with the aid of a group of domain experts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—Graphs
and Networks, Hierarchy Data, Time Series Data, GPUs and Multi-core Architectures

1. Introduction
Over the previous two decades, global trade has consistently grown.
Regarding this, in the 1960s the United Nations established a pro-
gram to collect trade data continuously and worldwide, known
as the United Nations Commodity Trade Statistics Database (UN
Comtrade) [com15]. The UN Comtrade data encompasses the
trade data for 170 countries, collected for more than the last 50
years. The data encodes important attributes, like the financial flow,
the circulation of products and the exchange of services between
countries, which makes them a multidimensional data set.

Data visualization techniques provide relatively easy and intu-
itive access to large and complex data sets for domain experts (e.g.
economists, administration staff or climatologists) who might not
always be familiar with other advanced methods for data analysis
(e.g. statistics, graph theory). Thus, the analysis of the UN Com-
trade data is predestined to be conducted within a visual analytics
system. Regarding this, the complexity of the global trade networks
poses a challenge on how to design such a visualization system. We
propose to use a radial graph layout in order to present an initial
graph visualization, which is thought to be the starting point of the
visual search. In doing so, we use a scheme to appropriately place
the visual representations of the countries along the layout’s 1D
periphery, where the angle range per representative is interactively
parametrized by the current view of the time slice of the data that is
supposed to be treated by the user. Note that an alternative approach
would be to map the countries and their relations on a 2D spatial do-
main, e.g., in cartogram-based systems [Win11,KNPS02,KPN05].
This approach might quickly lead to clutter if the data complex-
ity grows. Thus, our approach stresses the structural information of
the trade relations more than the geographic position of a country,
which can be done by radial graph layout schemes.

In addition, we present a novel weighting-based edge bundling
concept that enables to reduce complexity on demand and to find
trends quickly. For this, we establish individual edge bundling pa-
rameters. This way, our approach allows to optimally use the avail-
able screen space; it reduces edge overlapping and clutter effects.
Furthermore, we enable the selection of single countries and their
trade relations. By extending hierarchical edge bundles, our ap-
proach enables an interactive level of detail concept which strikes a
balance by facilitating the presentation of the complete complexity,
while also allowing to maintain or return to a high level overview
(and vice versa). We combine our visualization with an interactive
data-dependent animation in order to intuitively encode the direc-
tion and the amount of a product to ease the user’s perception. We
do so by exploiting GPU-based technologies, such as shaders, tex-
ture buffers, and vertex attributes, in order to store the complete
data representation on the GPU. This enables an interactive scheme,
since we also avoid the usual i/o overhead between CPU and GPU.
With our concept, the users are able to visually interact with the
data in real-time and thus they can reveal, disclose, and explore
interesting patterns of the trade data on demand. Clearly, our visu-
alization design targets to:

- present the connecting and time relationship,
- present the hierarchical information, and
- deal with large data

In the following, the related work is provided.

2. Related Work
Our approach relates to graph visualization and edge aggregation.

Graph Visualization: A traditional approach are node-link dia-
grams [GFC04, BBD09]. Here, nodes are depicted as points in a
spatial domain and mutually linked, e.g., via line sets. Moreover,
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rooted trees [BETT99, HMM00] allow a general hierarchical data
visualization by the means of connections from parents to children.
To improve the quality of space filling, Shneiderman originally
proposed the treemaps [JS91, vHR08, SFL10], which recursively
split the parent’s space according to the children’s relative size.
While hierarchical subset relations can be figured out well, the re-
lations between edges remain hidden. To ensure a more enclosing
and space filling visualization of hierarchical relations and of the
edges for trees and graphs, radial layouts were successfully estab-
lished [Smi24, YFDH01, JLB∗10, BKH∗11]. The leafs are placed
along concentric circles, while the edges (and inner nodes) are
placed within the circle. Further information may be placed close to
its periphery. Our approach is also based on a radial layout scheme.

Edge Aggregation is crucial in order to both reduce visual clutter
and reveal structures of the data. For a larger ratio of edges to nodes,
matrix-based presentations [GFC04] perform better than node-link
diagram-based presentations, even if node-link diagrams show the
structure more intuitively for sparse graphs. However, visualiz-
ing edges as curves is another way to face this problem [DB78,
FWD∗03]. Holten [Hol06] describes the edge bundles for the ag-
gregation of edges: By using a linear blending scheme between a
representative spline [DB78] and the original line between two ad-
jacent nodes, edge clutter can be reduced [JGH09, KG06, SHH11].
See [vHR08] for details. We extend traditional bundling by using a
non-uniform weighting. A geometry-based edge clustering is pro-
posed by Weiwei et al. [CZQ∗08]: A mesh is utilized as a clas-
sifier to disclose those links which should be bundled [CZQ∗08].
Force-directed edge bundling has been proposed in [HVW09]. This
self-organizing approach stresses the bundling strength according
to distance properties. Our approach also relies on edge bundling
techniques, which we extend based on the weight of the edge and
the angle span between the endpoints.

In addition, we consider further established design approaches
w.r.t. focus and context [SZ00], linking and brushing [BC87,
TFH11, BVB∗13] and interaction abilities [vdEvW11, TS08,
CPMT07]. In doing so, we implement the Shneiderman mantra
[Shn96] into our system to support the user best and to ease their
analysis (and perception) process, which is elementary especially
for data that change over time [CSP∗06]. For reasons of practical
usability, our approach requires top performance: thus, we rely on
current shader, buffer, and texture technology by designing and im-
plementing our approach to run completely on GPU [OHL∗08].

3. UN Comtrade Data

The global trade networks (see Figure 1) were constructed using bi-
lateral trade data in monetary (USD/yr) and physical (kg/yr) units
from UN Comtrade, the largest repository for international trade
data. UN Comtrade is maintained by the United Nations Statistics
Division (UNSD) and contains reported data on traded goods and
commodities of over 170 countries broken down into more than
6000 categories in annual time series since 1962. Data was used
from 1995 to 2014 using the Standard International Trade Classifi-
cation system (SITC, Revision 3) at the three-digit level.
Data quality in the UN Comtrade database varies substantially
across different countries, commodities and years in terms of cor-
rectness and completeness. Possible causes for errors are plentiful
and range from simple allocation mistakes and variation in national

reporting standards to intentional distortions for political or eco-
nomic reasons. Depending on purpose and scope of the question at
hand, various methods have been proposed to address these prob-
lems, all of which come with their own set of assumptions, pit-
falls and limitations. Our main goal for data pre-processing was
to apply a conceptually simple and automated method which re-
quires minimal additional information or heuristics and at the same
time minimizes the statistical impact of large individual errors.
The only additional assumption in the design of the method was
to allow for systematic differences concerning the reporting qual-
ity of different countries regarding individual commodities. Data
pre-processing was performed at the SITC 3-digit level and subse-
quently re-aggregated to the appropriate level.
Our method to derive estimated trade volumes and quantities
from conflicting reports is a maximum likelihood estimation using
weighted averages based on a measure of the statistical reliability
of reporting countries regarding individual commodities.
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Figure 1: Structure of UN Comtrade data: The data has three char-
acteristics, the commodities (green), the countries involved in trad-
ing (red-yellow), and the level of time in years (blue).

For a specific year and product, the data can be considered as
a compound graph, consisting of a set of nodes and two kinds of
relations (see Figure 2). There are relations for the node’s hierarchy
level and there are additional non-hierarchical components, called
adjacency relations. In the context of our data set, the inclusion
relations form a tree with the countries as its leaves. An adjacency
relation depicts a trade connection between two countries and is
therefore only defined between those leaves.

Figure 2: One compound graph: A tree is build containing the
countries at its lowest level. The next higher level groups the coun-
tries into classes based on their income. Those groups are then di-
vided into global north and global south. The adjacency relations
represent the global trade connections between countries and form
a weighted, directed graph.

Since the global trade network data set is quite complex, large,
and even getting larger in the future, a scalable but easy to use in-
teractive visual exploration system is required. For this, we present
the design of our visual analysis system in detail in the next section.
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4. Technical Background

Original edge rendering techniques rely on line representatives, as
Figure 3 (a) illustrates, suffering from overplotting quickly with an
increasing number of edges. Holten [Hol06] proposed edge bun-
dles, an edge aggregation technique to resolve overplotting effects.

For this, the nodes pi, i = 1, ...,n−1 along the inner hierarchy path
of start node p0 and end node pn define a control polygon. See
Figure 3 (b). Now, a spline representation s(t) is used instead of
the initial line representation, illustrated in Figure 3 (c). In order to
resolve ambiguities, a parameter β allows to blend between spline
and line representation, which is exemplarily shown in Figure 3 (d).
Then, the edge bundling model c(t), t ∈ [0,1] is given as

c(t) = β ·s(t)+(1−β )· l(t), (1)

where s(t) is a curve defined by the nodes p0, ...,pn, l(t) is a line
l(t) = p0 + t·(pn−p0), and β ∈ [0,1] controls the blending.

+

-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Holton’s hierarchical edge bundling scheme.

Even though Holton’s edge bundles successfully resolve overdraw-
ing, they are accompanied with several issues:

• Edge Allocation: The start and end point can be obscured and
thus endings cannot be revealed and allocated anymore.

• Screen Space Fill Ratio: The screen space might be unevenly
filled, which is a waste of screen space and an inconvenient dis-
tribution of visual information. In fact, the ratio between filled
and unfilled screen space is often poor. For instance, see Fig-
ure 4: some wide areas might be empty (orange) while smaller
areas convey a large amount of information (blue), which is hard
to recognize due to the small size and dense packing.

• Outlier vs. Trend Analysis: The bundles visually encode the
general hierarchy trends. However, if the graph contains ad-
ditional variables, such as scalar weighting attributes, then
attribute-related trends and outliers cannot be visually analyzed.

Figure 4: Fill Ratio a
a a a a a a a

For our application of analyzing the
UN Comtrade data, we extend the tra-
ditional edge bundles, called weighted
edge bundles. We do so in a way that
the screen space fill ratio is improved,
an outlier vs. trend analysis will be
supported and issues of edge alloca-
tions are reduced. Moreover, we en-
hance our concept with further interac-
tion concepts, detailed views, and the
option of a user-specific visual parametrization. This way, the
aforementioned issues of edge bundling are addressed within one
visual analytics scheme for the UN Comtrade data. The next sec-
tion introduces the details of our visual design.

5. Visual Design for Analyzing Global Trade Networks

Central View (Section 5.1-5.4)Parameter View Streamgraph View

Legend for Product Amount

Figure 5: Overview of our visual design.
Figure 5 illustrates our visual exploration scheme for the UN Com-
trade data. It consists of a set of three coordinated main views.

Streamgraph View: A streamgraph visualization [BW08] is sup-
ported in Figure 5 (right), which illustrates detailed information
w.r.t. a selected element. It illustrates the evolution of the trade vol-
ume (in and out) of a selected country over time (see Figure 6) and
thus supports a Focus and Context view to the user w.r.t. the Shnei-
derman mantra [Shn96].

Hong Kong India Norway

Figure 6: Stream graphs to enable a detailed view on demand:
total import (blue) and export (red) evolution of countries can be
understood quickly (black line at 2009: impact of financial crisis).

Parameter View/Interactions: A set of interactions is supported
in our concept, which is seen, e.g., in Figure 5 (left). In order to
enable a smooth exploration process of the UN Comtrade data, our
prototype supports real-time interactions with the radial layer plot
for reasons of data exploration, and for the parametrization of visu-
alization properties to satisfy requirements for different groups of
users. These interactions encompass: interactive selection of coun-
tries (cf. Figure 7), sliding through different years in time (either
within the stream graph view – cf. Figure 5 (right) – or via a sep-
arating slider), choice of a commodity, interactive choice of the
bundling parameters, and a set of parameters to control the visu-
alization properties such as colors, animation speed, enabling flags
(‘animation’,‘weighted radial tree’, etc.), opacity, or line width.

Figure 7: Interactive selection of countries for 2006 (blue-red).

Central View: The central element is a radial weighted edge
bundling element, which consists of three parts: First, the weighted
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radial layer plot (Section 5.1); second, the weighted radial tree
plots (Section 5.2), and third, the weighted edge bundles plot (Sec-
tion 5.3). All these elements are a novel extension for weighted
trees w.r.t. the traditional concept from Holten [Hol06] for non-
weighted trees. In the following Sections 5.1-5.3, these elements
are substantially explained. Finally, we enhance our central view
scheme with animations in order to further support the perception
of relevant patterns. Section 5.4 explains the related details.

5.1. Weighted Radial Layer Plot

A radial layer plot shapes the outer annulus of our visualization
and is required to display the semantic tree elements defined by the
amount of the inclusion relations. It consists of one annuli for each
level of the tree, with the innermost annulus representing the leafs.
Each node in the tree occupies a disjoint circular segment/sector of
its corresponding annulus. We start by determining the angles of
those circular segments for the innermost annulus. Each segment i
is related to a sector angle αi, and then rendered in a mathematical
positive sense; i.e., segment 0 is rendered at 0 degree covering an
angle of α0, segment 1 is rendered at α0 degree covering an angle
of α1, segment 3 is rendered at α0 +α1 degree covering an angle
of α2, etc. The sum of all angles αi gives 2π . In detail, the angle
αi of such a segment i consists of a sector angle αsi of the segment
and a gap angle αgi to the neighbored segment:

αi = αsi +αgi .

Sector Angle αsi : Given a sequence of n leafs (l1, . . . , ln) repre-
senting and indexing the countries: an adjacency n×n matrix A en-
codes pairwise adjacency relations of trade volumes between each
pair of leafs (li l j) – and thus between each country – represented
by a weight ai j ∈ A, with aii = 0, since countries do not trade with
themselves per definition. ai j is the total import volume and a ji is
the total export volume between country i and j from the perspec-
tive of country i. Furthermore, let w(li) be the total trade import and
export volume per year for leaf li w.r.t. the country i, and let wΩ be
the total trade volume worldwide with

w(li) =
n

∑
j=1

(ai j +a ji) and wΩ =
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

ai j.

Then, the sector angle αsi ∈ [0,2π] of an annular sector for this
country i is proportional to the sum of weights of all its adjacency
relations w(li), given by:

αsi =
w(li)
wΩ

·(1−g)·π,

with g being the fraction parameter of the circle that all gaps be-
tween the sectors should occupy, g ∈ [0,1].

Gap Angle αgi : A gap gi between two neighboring sectors depends
on the distance of its neighbored leafs in the tree, given with gi =
(LEN(SP(li, l j))−3)·0.5, where j = ((i mod n)+1) and LEN(∗)
being the number of elements of the sequence within the shortest
path SP(li, l j) from leaf li to l j. Finally, let gΩ be the sum of all
gaps and αgi the span angle for the gap gi with

gΩ =
n

∑
i=1

gi and αgi =
2π·gi·g

gΩ

.

Sectors that represent non-leaf nodes are defined by the outermost
angles of their children sectors. Figure 8 (top) shows exemplarily
how the sector angle and gab angle for a set of n = 3 leaf nodes

Figure 8: The construction scheme for our radial layer plot.

l1, ..., l3 would look like, and Figure 8 (bottom) shows how non-
leaf nodes are further integrated.

The idea beyond the segment angle αsi is that larger circle segments
represent a larger total amount of trade volume regarding the coun-
try that is related to this segment than smaller segments do. This
gives an intuitive way to perceive which segments/countries in the
visualization participate more in the trade activities.

Since further hierarchical and structural information have to be vi-
sually conveyed, gaps and openings between the sectors are an ap-
propriate techniques to do so, expressed by the gap angle αgi . Due
to the fact that our domain experts rely on the World Bank coun-
try classification – emphasized in Figure 2, which groups countries
to classes such as Global North, Global South etc. – countries are
grouped and thus the gap angle αgi might often vanish, as Figure 8
(right) reveals. Regarding this, Figure 9 (left) illustrates how our
radial layer plot visually encodes the sector information of the leaf
nodes aka countries and how non-leaf nodes, which are related to
the World Bank country classification, are emphasized by a gap an-
gle αgi larger than zero.

As an additional source of information, the export excess and the
import surplus are optionally visualized (red to blue gradient), mak-
ing the user quickly aware of which direction of trading prevails,
e.g., for a country of interest.

In Figure 9 (right) the resulting radial layer plots for the years 1990,
2002 and 2014 are presented. It can be seen well how the data-
driven plots adopt themselves to the related weightings, which re-
late to the specific year in time. Here, the economical strengthening
in total over the last years of the countries belonging to the Global
South can be figured out easily in this visualization.

In total, our radial layer plot visually conveys (i) information about
the amount of trade activities, (ii) the trend or main direction of
trading, and (iii) the evolution of these relative relations over the
years. Subsequently, we discuss our weighted radial tree concept in
order to construct the control polygons later (cf. Section 4).

5.2. Weighted Radial Tree

Before we are able to draw the path of a curve in order to repre-
sent the hierarchical structure of the adjacencies between two leafs,
we need to map the nodes of our weighted graph onto a 2D space
configuration, named radial tree visualization. There, the 2D repre-
sentations define our curve’s control polygons.

c© 2017 The Author(s)
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Figure 9: Radial layer plot examples.
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Figure 10: Construction of the weighted radial tree.
A traditional radial tree is designed by assuming a circle of radius
r: The root is placed in the circle center point pc, and the inner
nodes of each level l = 0, ...,n are placed onto circles of radius
rl = (r· l)/n, with n being the maximum level number. See [Hol06]
for details. Figure 10 (b) illustrates a traditional radial tree for the
tree with n = 3 of Figure 10 (a). In this traditional concept, the
weights of a weighted graph are not considered. Thus, we subse-
quently describe how our weighted radial tree is constructed.

To prepare the construction, we define the following terms:
______________________________________________________
Definition 1: We define pl j as node j of the level l in a tree with
n levels (l = 0, . . . ,n); a leaf l j as l j = pn j, and the root pr as
pr = p00. Figure 10 (a) illustrates such a tree with n = 3 levels.
______________________________________________________
Definition 2: Let the sector angle αs(pl j) be the total sum of the
sector angles αi of the leafs contained in the sub-graph of the inner
node pl j. If the node pl j is a leaf pl j = l j then the sector angle is
αs(pl j) = αs(l j) = αsi .
______________________________________________________
Definition 3: Let the sector intersection point pα

l j be a point given
by the intersection with the periphery of the unit circle and the ray
starting by the circle center pc and going into the direction of the
angle bisector of αs(pl j) of the sector within the weighted radial
layer plot that is related to the tree node pl j.
______________________________________________________
Definition 4: Let a weighting sum wω (pl j) of a node pl j be the

total sum of all weights apl j
i that belong to all of the remaining

child nodes of the sub-graph of pl j, given by wω (pl j) = ∑i apl j
i .

______________________________________________________
Definition 5: Let pl−k(pl j) be the kth parent node of node pl j, i.e.,
pl−1(pl j) is the parent node of node pl j, pl−2(pl j) is the parent
node of the parent node of node pl j, etc.
______________________________________________________

In order to construct our weighted radial tree placement based on
a weighted tree with n levels, we handle root level 0 and level n in
a specific way, and apply then a certain scheme to the remaining
nodes of the levels 1 to n−1.
______________________________________________________
Root Node Placement (Level 0): The root node pr of level 0
is placed on a position that is a centroid of the weightings – see
Figure 10 (a1) – with the aid of shift vectors v j, based on the first
level nodes p1 j, given by

pr = pc +∑
j

v j with v j(p1 j) =−
pα

1 j·wω (p1 j)

||pα
1 j||·wω

. (2)
______________________________________________________
Leaf Nodes Placement (Level n): The nodes pn j of last level n,
i.e., the leafs l j = pn j are placed at their sector intersection points
pα

n j = lαj . See Figure 10 (a4).
______________________________________________________
Nodes Placement (Level 1,...,n-1): A node pl j of level 1 to n− 1
is placed – in a top-down scheme, i.e., level 1 nodes at first, then
level 2 nodes, then level 3 nodes, etc. – to

pl j = pα
l j +

[
wω (pl j)

wω (pl−1(pl j))

]
·(pl−1(pl j)−pα

l j). (3)

If it applies that wω (pl j) = wω (pl−1(pl j)), the node pl j is placed
onto the position of its parent node; and if wω (pl j) = 0 the node
pl j is placed onto the periphery (since then, the weights of pl j’s
children are 0, too). This reflects the distribution of the weightings
of the graph geometrically. See Figure 10 (a2-a3).
______________________________________________________

Figure 10 (c) illustrates our data-driven weighted radial tree of the
graph shown in Figure 10 (a) compared to the traditional radial
tree in Figure 10 (b). Note that the distribution of the weighting is
represented by the geometrical distribution of the node represen-
tatives. Moreover, Figure 11 illustrates the evolution of our data-
driven weighted radial tree for different years in time of our data.

1990 2002 2014

Figure 11: Our data-driven weighted radial tree visualizations for
different years in time of the UN Comtrade data.

In order to draw an edge bundle later on, we consider a typical
control polygon c(k1,k2) for this w.r.t. two leafs lk1 and lk2 as to
be given by the placement representatives of the shortest path be-
tween these two leafs in our weighted radial tree. Figure 12 (top-
left/middle) illustrates the control polygon given as the sequence:

c(k1,k2) = (lk1 p2 j1 p1 j2 pr p1 j3 p2 j4 lk2). (4)
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To minimize overplotting at the inner circle of the radial tree, we
apply a shift operator sh to the points p in c, given by

p = sh(p) = (1− fm)·p+ fm·pc, (5)

in order to transform the polygon c(k1,k2) into our control polygon

c(k1,k2) = (lk1 lk1 p2 j1 p1 j2 pr p1 j3 p2 j4 lk2 lk2). (6)

Figure 12 (top-right) illustrates the polygon c(k1,k2). In fact,
the relative relations between the control points in c(k1,k2) and
c(k1,k2) are preserved. However, by shifting the control points and
thus doubling the start/end points lki and lki , it can be enforced that
edges are perpendicular at the start/end points to the inner circle
of the radial tree, as shown in Figure 12 (down-left), and even bet-
ter in the detailed view in Figure 12 (down-right). For the rest of
the work, we consider c(k1,k2) as basis to draw our weighted edge
bundles, by setting the shift parameter fm = 0.2.

Weighted Radial Tree

Figure 12: Construction of our control polygon c(k1,k2).

Fanning out the Start/End Points: Finally, since in each sector
that represents a leaf s different edges start/end there, we introduce
a parameter eb ∈ [0,1] to fan out these edges along a certain portion
of this sector. This eases to recognize which edges belong to each
other and to different pairs of leafs as well. For this, we assume
that a sector is x-aligned (Figure 13 (a-b)), and spread the edges
along the sector as follows: Be ∆α =(αsi ·eb)/2, then the s start/end
points for the edges are placed by d = 1, . . . ,s

(xd yd) = (cos([d−1]·(∆α/2)) sin([d−1]·(∆α/2))). (7)

Figure 13 (c) illustrates this for different eb. For the rest of the
work, we consider eb to be eb = 0.5. Finally, we choose the width
of curve c(t)i j as c(t)i j = eb·αsi . Subsequently, we explain how our
edge bundles are defined based on our control polygon.

sector x-alignedsector

(c)(b)(a)

Figure 13: Start/end point of edges within the sectors.

5.3. Weighted Edge Bundling
We describe our weighted edge bundling scheme in this section.
In our approach, we consider the bundle strength as an individual

parameter βi j for each curve c(t)i, j, and thus as a function of the
trade volume/weighting ai j between the leafs li and l j. This enables
to parametrize our bundling per curve depending on the weighting
factors of the connected leafs as well as of certain geometrical prop-
erties of the leafs in the radial layer plot. In detail, we define our
individual bundling strength βi j as:

βi j = βg·
(

1−βα ·(
π−∆αi j

π
)
)eα︸ ︷︷ ︸

Geometrical Influence

·
(

1−βo·(
wω−ai j

wω
)
)eo︸ ︷︷ ︸

Weighting Influence

, (8)

where βα ∈ [0,1] controls the influence of geometrical properties
to the bundling and βo ∈ [0,1] controls the influence of the weight-
ing to the bundling. Parameter βg ∈ [0,1] steers how strong the two
further parameters βα and βo shall be considered for the bundling.
Then, replacing β with βi j and c(t) with ci j(t) in Equation 1 gives
the path of the bundled curves that is used in our concept. Note that
if βα = βo = 0, the curves equate to the traditional concept from
Holten, which is thus a boundary case of our individually weighted
edge bundles. In the following, we describe in detail how the indi-
vidual geometrical and weighting properties influence the bundling
to enhance the visual exploration of our weighted trees.

Geometrical Adjacent-based Bundling of the Edges with βα : A
geometrical adjacent pair of leafs are leafs that are placed closely
together within the radial layer plot (cf. Figure 14 (top)). Curves
that connect geometrical adjacent leafs may run along the root node
and back (cf. Figure 14 (a)) – depending on the bundling strength
– which may confuse the user: the user follows the pathway across
the radial tree and back, only to realize then that adjacent leafs are
connected. To avoid this kind of confusing detour, the bundling of
geometrical adjacent leafs should behave differently.

leafs are geometrically adjacentleafs are geometrically less adjacent

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14: Geometrical influence to the bundling of parameter βα

in order to reduce overlapping of neighbored leafs (with βg = 1).

We consider this and introduce an individual bundling factor βα ∈
[0,1] to control the bundling of adjacent leafs. Therefore, we rely
on the following adjacency criteria:______________________________________________________
Definition 6: Be the span angle αi j between two leafs li and l j
given as αi j = min(6 lipcl j, 6 l jpcli) in arc length, i.e., αi j ∈ [0,π].
______________________________________________________

Please note that a span angle αi j might cover different sectors and
that this term is not equivalent to the term sector angle αsi (cf.
Section 5.1). Figure 14 (top) illustrates how the span angle and the
geometrical adjacency are related: Here, αi j > αkm means that the
leafs li and l j are less adjacent than the leafs lk and lm. In our ap-
proach, βα parametrizes how strong the curve is bundled based on
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the individual span angle αi j: If βα is large, the bundling does not
apply to edges/curves between pairs of leafs that are adjacent, but
strongly affects edges of less adjacent leafs. This way, the detour
for edges of adjacent leafs is avoided and overlapping at the inner
circle of the radial plot is minimized. Figure 14 (a-c) illustrates how
the bundling is reduced for adjacent leafs depending on βα .
Weighting-based Bundling of the Edges with βo: The weight-
ing ai j between two leafs li and l j is the most relevant information
that shall be visualized for data exploration purposes. Especially
information about the trends and outliers are of interest. In order
to enable a weighting-based visual data analysis, we consider this
by coupling the weighting values ai j together with the bundling
strength by using an individual bundling factor βo ∈ [0,1] to con-
trol the weighting-based bundling. The idea is that weighting out-
liers shall be visually stressed. For this, if βo is chosen to be close
to 1, the edges/curves between two leafs that share a small value of
the weightings are not or only barely bundled, and large weighting
values cause a strong bundling of the curves between the related
leafs. In fact, lower weights are less bundled and vice versa. Fig-
ure 15 illustrates the influence of the weightings to the bundling for
the choice of different βo.

Figure 15: Weighting influence to bundling of βo (with βg = 1).

Discussion of the Individual Parameters: Figure 16 illustrates
some outcomes of our weighted bundling. On top, Holton’s ap-
proach is seen by going from 0 to 1 for βg. Below, our new pa-
rameters βα ,β0 vary (while setting βg = 1). When βα grows, then
the adjacent edges almost go to the inner circle and become more
clearly this way. Especially the available screen space is used in
a better way. When βo grows, connections with low weights go
to the inner circle and become more even, i.e., they appear rather
as lines now, while the edges that represents large weights remain
curvy. Here, the idea is to increase the user’s readability for outliers
and trends. This is realized because line-esque patterns of edges
more likely represent small weights (= outlier for trade volume)
and curvy patterns more likely represent large weights (= trends for
trade volume). This way, visual clutter w.r.t. the weighting distribu-
tion is reduced and distribution properties are visually distinguish-
able in a qualitative sense. Let us clarify this with an example in
Figure 16: The parameters are (βg,βα ,βo). The unbundled layout
(0,0,0) in the top left is cluttered. Holton’s bundled layout (1,0,0)
in the top right is (more or less) uncluttered, but edges with small
weighting factors cannot be recognized anymore. Our weight-based
bundled layout (1,0,[0.5-1]) in the top row of the parameter matrix
shows the main trends still as bundles by curvy edges, but the small

weights (more or less) as lines. This gives a trade-off between dis-
tribution estimation and clutter reduction. In addition, from our ex-
perience, the “green” parameter space is optimal for this analysis.

Figure 16: Weighted Bundling: varying of βg,βα ,βo.

5.4. Flowing Stripe Animation
In order to resolve the issue of edge allocation (cf. Sec. 4), and
inspired by [HIvWF11], our approach animates stripes along the
curves which look like arrows that are going in the direction of the
trade volume flow. The animated stripes are realized in the GPUs
fragment shader as time-dependent procedural texture where the
stripe s(pixel) is

s(pixel)= 1+sin
(
T ·g(ai j)−d + f

)
with g(ai j)= 1+(eb ·vs ·10−2),

with T being the running system time, parameter f controlling the
stripe density, the product volume function g causing a differen-
tial velocity for the stripes on different curves parametrizable by
vs ∈ [0,1]. The local opacity op is given by the Heaviside step func-
tion: op(pixel) = 1 if s(pixel) > 1, 0 else. Figure 17 (top-left) il-
lustrates this scheme and (bottom) shows two stripe outcomes. The
faster the stripes move, the larger the related product volume is.
Thus, the endpoints along the paths can be better recognized by the
user. This is due to the fact that the human perception is sensitive
w.r.t. movements and differences in movements [AQS05, EN99].
We exploit this to tackle the edge allocation issue.

5.5. GPU Implementation
This section describes our prototype implementation. Since our ap-
plication partners usually do not run edge-cutting hardware, nei-
ther Nvidia GPUs (i.e., no CUDA) need to be available nor up-to-
date DirectX or OpenGL support (i.e., no Geometry or Tessellation
shader). Thus, we assume an ordinary GPU system that performs
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Figure 17: Flowing Stripes: (top-left) Scheme and (top-right) de-
tailed result, (bottom) two examples from USA and Japan in 2008.

averagely for our implementation. We restrict ourselves to widely
available OpenGL ES 2.0 support (i.e., at least Fragment and Ver-
tex shader are available) to render the curves on GPU in real-time.
In addition, our prototype application was implemented in C/C++
and was tested on up-to-date Linux and Windows OS, using the Qt
framework for the user interface.

A set of precomputed information is stored in GPU tex-
tures and buffers. For instance, information about the geom-
etry, such as the Bézier point position of each Bézier curve
s(t) per triangle vertex and year, the start/end point of line l(t)
on a unit circle per triangle vertex and year, the span angle
per leaf of curve ci j(t) and per year, and a set of references,
i.e., IDs for curves, triangles, vertices, etc. for texture lookups.

(conn_value, conn_angle_dist)...

(selected) ...

((from_id, to_id, tex_pos),
(vert_pos, t) ...)...

(tex_pos, side)...Vertex Buffer

tex_1

tex_selection

tex_2 ...

GPU

Figure 18: Selecting

In addition, also information about
the data are stored on the GPU,
such as the trade volumes per
available commodity and year.
Moreover, a buffer object is stored
in GPU that contains all curve seg-
ments as triangle strips: Prepro-
cessing of the curves and uploading these data to the GPU on pro-
gram start ensures that the application only needs to transfer a min-
imal amount of data afterwards while exploring the data set. The
dynamic and interactive bundling function is realized in the vertex
shader following Section 5.3, and the flowing stripe animation in
the fragment shader following Section 5.4, by adopting the vertex
positions in the triangle strips buffer within the fragment shader.
Exploration of the data set is realized internally by activating tex-
tures and setting uniform variables. The only exception is select-
ing nodes; a comparatively small texture containing the selection
state of all leafs is then changed. Figure 18 illustrates this. With
our test system, a notebook with an Intel Core i3-2367M proces-
sor (1.40 GHz) with integrated GPU (HD Graphics 3000) and 4
GB of RAM, we were able to consistently provide more than 20
frames per second exploring the global monetary trade data set.
This data set contains 201 nodes, up to 10000 visible adjacency
edges, 102 triangles per connection (i.e., more than 106 triangles)
for each year and commodity class and includes data from 25 years
(1990-2014) and 11 commodity classes. Due to the low level of re-
quired hardware power and GPU storage (only 1 GB right now),
the approach scales well for both larger UN Comtrade Data (which
can be expected to be available in the future) and a large amount of
workstations, laptops, and PCs spread over the world.

6. Evaluation
In order to evaluate our application to visually analyze the UN
Comtrade data, in Section 6.1 we present user feedback in order

to judge the quality of our concept. Following this, the visual anal-
ysis capacities are illustrated on a set of economic relations. Please
find more evaluation in the additional material.

6.1. User Feedback
To gain user feedback, three participants from the Potsdam Insti-
tute for Climate Impact Research tested our application in order to
explore the UN Comtrade Network Data.
Conduct: First, we gave an introduction to our system. It required
less than 10 minutes, since it was necessary to explain the differ-
ent parameters in advance. We rated the level of expertise for our
participants, whereas 1 is “poor/low” and 5 is “excellent/high”.
In addition, from the feedback, we derived and rated criteria to
judge our concept, such as Intuitiveness, Clarity, and Usability for

4 4 4
4 4 4
4 4 4
1 1 2
1 1 1

Participant #1#2#3
5 5 3

the visual exploration. Moreover, fur-
ther criteria are how Misleading our
approach is, i.e., are the insights cor-
rect/false, and how much Required
Training is needed before the approach
can be used (see the embedded table).
Analysis: The participants had minor to no problems navigating
and exploring the data. It was also regarded as visually pleasing
due to the sensible use of animation and color. Most of the users
started by exploring the data on a global scale before analyzing spe-
cific countries or commodity classes and their evolution over time.
By providing three options/parameters for changing the bundling
strength, the participant was enabled to emphasize certain aspects
of the visualizations as they were needed for further exploration.
The uniform bundling strength βg is useful in terms of finding
trends in the world market. The angle-dependent bundling param-
eter βα was found to be more useful when it comes to detecting
short curves or outliers. No additional clutter was produced, since
the number of crossing curves remained constant. With the trade
volume-weighted parameter βo it was easier to follow the curves’
evolution when they moved over time. To explore single countries
regarding small amounts of traded goods, the bundling was loos-
ened. In conclusion, our participants were enabled to both acquire
insight in global trends and reveal hidden structures. Additional
things demanded by the users were an easier comparison of two
countries; and, depending on the task (global or local exploration),
it would have been helpful to start with suitable parameters. Either
way, in total, the participants appreciated our visual design. Sub-
sequently, we present examples for the visual exploration of eco-
nomic relations, as they partly turned out from our user feedback.

6.2. Exploring Skills: Investigate Known Economic Facts
Our system facilitates to visually detect known economic facts.
Financial World Crisis in 2007/08: Fig. 19(a) shows the impact
of the global financial crisis. A significant drop (thinner curves) in
trade volume is noticed in 2008/09, reflecting the crisis’ footprint.
China’s Growth: In Fig. 19(b) three commodity classes illustrate
this development: From 1990, China started to grow from hardly
noticeable to the world’s leading importer in 2014.
Great Britain’s Restitution of Hong Kong: Fig. 19(c) shows the
economic impact when Hong Kong was returned to China in 1997.
From 1992 to 1997 Hong Kong’s import from China was constant,
but significantly grew between 1997 and 2014. Interestingly, now
its main source of income has changed to the area of service.
Influence of Free Trade Agreement NAFTA: In 1994, the North
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American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was signed by Mexico,
Canada and the United States. In Fig. 19(d), the growing trade of
Canada (top row) and Mexico (bottom row) is shown from 1994 to
2014, illustrating the impact of the agreement (US, red circle).
Big Player of Economy: Fig. 19(e) depicts the world’s largest
economies in 2014: China is the biggest exporter and the US the
largest importer. In general, the world market is dominated by
Western Europe, US, China & Japan. Our system shows Germany’s
extreme economic openness in terms of its large trade volume rel-
ative to its small population when compared to the US or China.

Figure 19: Investigate known economic facts.

6.3. Exploring Skills: Discover Unknown Phenomena

Our system aids the discovery of phenomena previously unknown
to the experimenter.
Uncared Export Nations: Fig. 20(a) shows that Brazil and
Australia started growing their crude material exports alongside
China’s growth. This is likely causally connected as increasing
prices from Chinese demand and geographic proximity made this
profitable.
Unrecognized Oil Champions: Fig. 20(c) shows that Malaysia
and Indonesia dominate the export of animal and vegetable oils,
fats and waxes for which increasing global demand exists. This was
surprising to the experimenter who previously assumed those prod-
ucts to originate from glasshouses in the US.
Unrecognized Fuels Relations: Fig. 20(c) shows an interesting
pattern of the fuel export. The US and Japan import energy fuels
primarily from Canada, Saudi Arabia and the Middle East. Europe,
on the other hand, imports mostly from Norway and Russia and is
less dependent on the Middle East than expected.
Unrecognized African Poverty Circle: Fig. 20(d) shows that in

2010 energy fuel exports from a number of African countries was
comparable to that of the Middle East while the same countries
depended on imports for more advanced manufactures (e.g. ma-
chines). The oil richness of these countries has not led to substan-
tial development and most remain poor.
Unrecognized World Crisis Impact: Fig. 20(e) shows that the
global financial crisis has disproportionately affected trade in rich
countries. While trade volumes of the US, Germany and Japan
have markedly declined, the crisis had little effect on Bangladesh,
Afghanistan and Greece.

Figure 20: Reveal unknown economic hypotheses.

7. Discussion

We presented a novel system for the visual search in the UN Com-
trade data base with radial network visualization schemes. For this,
we extend Holton’s traditional hierarchical edge bundling scheme
for (time-dependent) weighted compound trees, which reflect the
change of weightings over time in the shape of our novel weighted
radial layer plot (cf. Sec 5.1), the control polygons of our novel
weighted radial tree (cf. Sec 5.2), and in the parameter space of
the exploration by our novel weighting-based edge bundling pa-
rameter βo (cf. Sec. 5.3). This way, we contribute an extension of
the traditional edge bundling concept. Moreover, our concept ad-
dresses some visual shortcomings from Holton’s pioneer work: In
order to allow to minimize Edge Allocation issues (cf. Sec. 4),
we introduce the concept to fan out start/endpoints (cf. Sec 5.2)
and the use of stripe flow animation with different flow speed (cf.
Sec 5.4). To improve the Screen Space Fill Ratio (cf. Sec. 4), we
introduce the geometrically bundling relations (cf. Sec. 5.3); and to
enable a more intuitive Outlier vs. Trend Analysis: (cf. Sec. 4),
the weighted-bundling concept has been established (cf. Sec. 5.3).
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However, we do so for a specific application, namely for inter-
actively analyzing the UN Comtrade data. In fact, our approach
enables the use case of analyzing different commodities for hun-
dreds of countries and dozens of years at once in real-time by our
scheme, GPU implementation, and a set of reasonable interaction
approaches. Thus, our approach allows an intuitive visual analytics
process for those data. In Sec. 6, as proof of concept, the evalu-
ation illustrates the usability of our concept. Nevertheless, some
improvements ought to be done in the future, such as enabling a se-
lection of a larger set of countries at once or an automatic parameter
detection. We leave this to future work.
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